BI Implementation

More often than not, implementing Business Intelligence in
any organization requires a buy-in from business stake holders
for it to become a success. It requires technology as well as
business stake holders to come on to the same page to make
the most of their investments towards optimizing their
business.

One of the leading Global Medical Equipment Company based in US, with a CLIENT
subsidiary in Japan, specializing in endovascular procedures, diagnosis & PROFILE
optimal therapies. Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) product line and other
associated product lines are leading in the developed markets of US, Japan
and Europe.
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The customer had just completed their global ERP rollout and the organization
was now connected and digitized. The business, now that, it had connected view
of information flow, was in the need of understanding the areas that required
attention, growth and a relook from an operational stand point. The customer
had already chosen MicroStrategy as their Business Intelligence tool and were
looking at leveraging the technology to provide the insights to the users and stake
holders.
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Synoverge team of technologists, designers and architects engaged with the
customer to understand in detail, their processes, domain and nuances.
Synoverge conducted a pilot covering an initial automation of Reports that
otherwise was manually maintained. Synoverge in that process, worked with the
customer in creating the technology architecture, process architecture and
implementation methodology for various business functions in a phase manner.


Projected
Business
Benefits






SOLUTION

Automated reports based on the data that is now captured in the
ERP
Reduced manual efforts
Insights to understand what products, functions are underperforming
or are at par
Increased efficiency and faster decision making.
Faster turnaround time

Java, J2EE, jQuery, JBOSS, MYSQL, Hibernate, Bootstrap, SOA TECHNOLOGY
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FOCUSED
AREAS/SERVICES

Synoverge Business Intelligence & Analytics group works with its
customers to create solutions leveraging technology to solve business
problems through its proven expertise, methodologies and industry
standard practices

Synoverge Technologies Pvt. Ltd. is global technology consulting
company that harnesses the power of technology and leverages
existing investments of clients to offer transformation led business
solutions to enterprises globally. Synoverge has been founded by a
group of 5 practicing IT professionals, with each one of them bringing
over 15 years of experience in Technology Consulting and have
worked with fortune 1000 clients through leading IT consulting
organizations.
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